Abstract-The cultivation and training of computational thinking become more and more significant in basic computer education in university. In this paper, firstly the necessity of the computational thinking is analyzed in contribution to the learning of the usage of application software. And then a new teaching scheme based on computational thinking is proposed in the computer teaching design and teaching pattern. The experimental results show that the application software teaching based on computational thinking is feasible and more effective to improve the quality of our teaching
I. BACKGROUND
Computational thinking is proposed by Jeannette M. Wing. Computer basic education focus on the combination of cultivate and training of computational thinking and using the application software with the specific function. Computational thinking is a newly presented in the past few years. In recent years, with the rapid development of information technology and computer teaching, application software is more and more important in our work and life. We realized that computational thinking is not only for computer scientists, but also a fundamental skill for everyone.
Jeannette M.Wing publish the <Computational Thinking> in Communications of the ACM [1] , a international famous computer magazine. Computation thinking is make use of computer science's basic conception to solve problems, design system and understands human behavior, which cover a series of conceptual work in computer science field.
But, it is difficult to give computational thinking a exact connotation definition. We can put more effort on applying computational thinking to make scientific discovery and technological innovation in other science field. Before building computational thinking, we want to make everyone understand the teaching purpose of computational thinking. The true meaning of computational thinking is training a thinking habit, how to understand problem and get solution as the computer scientist's way of thinking. With the development of computational thinking, it is enriched by Chen and Dong, adding abstraction in it [2] . INTRODUCTION With the development of Internet, applications are becoming an important tool in our life and work. No matter who can avoid operating application software? In addition, subjects in teaching usage of application software accounts for a high percentage in computer basic education in university. Students can learn lots of knowledge of technology about them.
In our teaching progress, what we concentrate on is tool's usage and just split function parallel, which is not very suitable and understandable for beginners. For example, Microsoft Office is very excellent and widely used in school and company, but we cannot teach all usages of it. Learner need to comprehend software's design and operate it. [6] From existing teaching structure, we do not provide system comprehensive thinking to students. So, we find some problems in our teaching process. First, whether our teaching is cramming method of teaching. Second, whether we mobilize student's brain into operation. Third, what we give students is not just simple operation on some specific software, but rather a thinking habit in operating new software that he never learned it.
We can review the meaning of computational thinking, which give us lots of inspire in learning operating software system.
From the aspect of study, to solve a problem, we should confirm our thinking logically： (1) . We should state problem in a concise way, understand the key of the problem and know benefits of the solution.
(2). We should try to divide a big problem into some parts. Then we just need to solve every part, and combine our solution.
(3). We may find different kinds of solution, but how to select the best one is also a trouble for us. Thus, it is necessary for us to adjust and test every solution, which can be comparing with each other.
From the aspect of technology, we can choose an abstraction side to think about information technology. If you do that, you may ask some questions: 
·
Whether there are some similarities between two software, and we can pick up software operation more quickly.
When we look back our existing teaching method, we can get understand that what we lack is training correct thinking habit and ability of ask question like the above. In this paper, we consider that we can change some teaching method to solve the problem.
III. ANALYSIS OF TEACHING METHOD
A. The past method of teaching basic software application.
Basic computer education in university have maintained a relative long time. However, with the development of internet and concentration of computational thinking, some disadvantages is more and more obvious. I research some textbooks about university's basic computer education. Their sequences of teaching usage of software are similar. And their content cannot attract students to have deeper thinking about software. What they focus on is just some specific cases and exact operations. They do not explain to students the reason why he should do that. In the process of teaching, students just imitate teacher's action and lose the purpose of learning computer.
For example, Microsoft Office Word is a office automatic software widely used. What we introduce firstly is summarize of MS Office and Word2010. We can find it from Img1. This chapter hopes students have general comprehension on this software and the place where it apply. From then on, next chapters just tell how to use Word2010 do some actions. These cases in book reflect some issues. First, Student is hard to understand the intent of software design. Second, these cases cannot help to grasp software's usage, because these cases are relative dependent. If learner does not understand it enough, cases may not have too effective work. From the above, each part of our teaching plan is parallel and lack of layering.
B. Content of compound teaching method
Computational thinking unconsciously exists in current teaching process. This thinking need to be organized suitable and explained reasonable in class. Before we learn it, we have to comprehend it.
Computational thinking is recursion thinking. Recursion thinking can help us solve big problem by reducing the scale of the problem increasingly [3] [4] . In the other hand, computational thinking can make use of abstraction and disintegration to deal with the complex task and design the software system on a large scale. This mode of thinking can give us heuristic thinking to translate it into our teaching plan.
Fig 1.existing Word2010 teaching module
Application software teaching accounts for a large proportion. We propose that learners view learning process and cases they met with right thinking habit. I introduce my teaching method with computational thinking in detail in the following content.
In teaching process, we hope students are capable to make use of computational thinking deal with the problem. But I believe that teacher must grasp computation thinking habit firstly.
First of all, some questions should be asked. These questions confirm my teaching pertinence, which is important to get the key points.
(1). Why do you need to learn to use software?
. what task can this software complete? (3) . although the usage of software is complex, how can we get some similarities to help us training a thinking from the other software? (4) . How can we build a hierarchical model in teaching process?
In the following, we bring those questions to analyze our existing teaching and present some reform. We still use teaching the usage of MS Office and Word2010 as example to state viewpoint.
In the beginning, it is very necessary to introduce the purpose the software servers. For example, Word2010 as word processor is efficient and friendly interface. This word processor helps us save time and provide us an elegant and beautiful result. In addition, it can deal with text formatting and simple image processor. From that information, we can know that Word2010 have lots of advantages and we realize that if we need to complete our task about text processor, we will choose Word2010. The beginner has realized the purpose and has a general view of it. In the next, we will explain to the beginners some knowledge points in comparison.
As we all know, Notepad is also a text processor application in computer. And Notepad is a light weight text processor application compare with MS Office Word 2010. The numbers of function in Notepad is less than that in Word2010. But we can get many similarities between Notepad and Word2010. By analyzing these similarities, we will construct the design framework, which will help learners have more understanding.
We find that both Notepad and Word2010, their layout and manuscript is alike. Their menu gives us guidance. Word2010 have a blank page, which contains our content such as words, images. Its menu have so many button, we divide those buttons into six types (Fig 2) . · advanced function provided. This part has lots of tools, which is used to satisfy some special requirement. Such as counting the number of words.
The sixth type is complex and includes many special functions.
In teaching process, we need to transfer this thinking to students. Then we explain the reason why we do that.
In order to help students learning the usage of software, we usually ask them finish some cases to build their degree of proficiency. However, I think that different cases should be useful for students to understand different type of software menu.
In the past, we just teach students operate software to finish cases. In this process, students do not build their own thinking method. What they need to do is following teacher's action. However, when we import computational thinking, in fact, students may need to consider and look for right action by themselves. It is good for students to build their thinking habit.
If students have a problem to finish, first, they need to locate the problem. Then, to find out the solution, they should consider the purpose of task and determine the action type. At last, they find right function menu and choose function to deal with their task.
Fig 2. optimized Word2010 teaching module
We believe that if learner has trained this thinking habit, they may understand the software design thinking and make them learn other software operation more quickly and have ability to deal with different kinds task by tools.
IV.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a better teaching method of software applying. We compare our new teaching with existed one and evaluate our new teaching method from three aspects. I). Innovation In this teaching plan, I combine computational thinking with the existed. It is a fresh idea in teaching area. The existed teaching just focuses on simple operation, which can not help students have self-thought and improve their real practice ability. II).Practicable As an innovation idea, we must discuss its practicable. In fact, our new idea makes teacher and students have more clear aim and give students more autonomy. Under this teaching method, learning becomes more interesting and understandable.
III).Effectiveness
This teaching method imports the advantage of computational thinking and save the good of existed method. So, there is no doubt that it is better than existed one. It not only helps students use a kind of software, but also train their thinking habit and teach them the method of other kinds of software.
In conclusion, the compound teaching method is innovation, practicable and effectiveness. It can improve teaching quality and realize make use of computational thinking to deal with problems in teaching.
V. RELATED WORK
In researching computation thinking, Jeannette M.Wing publish the <Computational Thinking> [1] . In that paper, she gives us a new thinking. I make use of this thinking method to solve many practical problems. From basic computer education research, we see the practice in education field with computational thinking, which provide us an inspiration to apply this thinking to software application.
In the future, we try to improve our work on teaching software application. We also meet some difficult. For example, when we consider that how to evaluate students' level of computational thinking. Because the proficiency of special software may not reflect the real ability of students. Whether we should teach students learn software operation from the aspect of developers' design .Those problem should be paying more efforts.
